Gro snug tog guide

How to know what tog sleeping bag for baby. Is 10.5 tog too warm for toddler. Grosnug tog guide. Is 10.5 tog ok for winter.
Rated 5 stars Spectacular£22.99Rated 0 stars0 No reviews yet! Gro SnugReviewed by: TheBBE Lisa CReview of the Gro snug I was offered the chance to review the new Gro snug which is the newest product that The Gro Company have come up with to help parents and babies get more sleep. I had a new baby due in July that I would be working with
from newborn so decided that she would be the perfect little one to test it out... The Gro-snug is a revolutionary new 2 in 1 swaddle and newborn Gro bag It literally grows and can be adapted with your baby once they are ready to progress from being fully swaddled, to having their arms out. There are poppers (press studs) that keep the arms in so it
can be used as a swaddle, giving her the security of being cuddled without her newborn startle reflex waking her up, but with still enough movement for your little one to move their arms around inside the swaddle. Once you feel she is ready to progress to having her arms out of the swaddle you can make it a gradual transition by doing one arm at a

time, simply by opening one set of press-studs on one side and allowing her arm to be free If she's happy like that you can then progress to both arms being out and the swaddle now being a Gro bag The Gro snug comes in 3 colour options-pure white, Grey marl or Rainbow spot and one size that fits newborns from 5-12lbs in weight. We started using
the Gro snug when Emily was 2 weeks old and beginning to startle herself awake frequently during day naps and at night The first time we put it on her both her mum and I noticed her visibly relax straight away and she slept for much longer stretches thereafter A second Gro snug has already been purchased for when the first one needs to be
washed! We have one newborn winter tog 2.5 Gro snug to give away in a competition for our followers. Please comment below if you would like to enter and a winner will be picked at random and announced after the 25th October. Tags: Baby Baby Sleep Sleeping Bags Buying Guide Nursery Buying Guide A tog measurement is a European warmth
rating: the higher the tog, the warmer the product. Cotton baby sleeping bags such as Grobag or Ergopouch are generally available in three tog ratings; 0.2 - 0.5 Tog for temperatures above 26 degrees, 1.0 Tog for temperatures between 21 and 25 degrees and 2.5 Tog for temperatures 16-20 degrees. Some brands also offer 3.5 Tog Bags for
temperatures 14-16 degrees. Please note: A number of external factors determine the tog rating of the sleeping bag that should be used. These include the quantity of clothing the baby is wearing, the temperature of the infant’s bedroom, the baby’s health and the amount of bedding necessary to keep an individual infant warm – this may vary as it
does for adults. Check your baby regularly to ensure they do not overheat. Our Grobag & Ergopouch baby sleeping bags come with a free nursery thermometer to help you select which tog baby sleeping bag to use and what sleepwear to put your baby in. The table below shows guidelines for the amount of clothing for your baby and the
corresponding tog rating of the baby sleeping bag that should be used in different nursery temperatures. Please remember that these are recommendations only as all babies are different. You will soon discover the best level of clothing for your individual baby. Nursery Temperature 2.5 TOG 1.0 TOG 0.5 TOG Short-sleeved bodysuit & pyjama top
Long-sleeved bodysuit & pyjama top Long-sleeved bodysuit & sleepsuit/pyjama set Health professional guidelines recommend that baby sleep bags should be ‘lightweight'. Our own research and our mounting body of "parent testimonials" confirm that the 2.5 Tog Grobag Baby sleep bags are ideal for the UK climate and for the recommended nursery
nursery temperatures of 16°C to 20°C. A baby sleep bag surrounds the baby, providing insulation from both below and above, and also a warm pocket of air around the baby. Because of the low tog rating, Grobag baby sleep bags also provide great versatility throughout the year, simply by adjusting the level of your baby’s nightwear. When the
weather is very cold, simply add more clothing (this could include a sleepsuit, socks and even a cardigan). When the weather is warmer, or perhaps if your child is unwell, you can remove layers of clothing while still keeping your baby at the right temperature. The Tog rating describes the warmth or "Thermal Resistance" of a product and is widely
used to explain warmth levels of duvets. Grobags are tog tested to conform to BS4745:1990 and to the new British Standard BS 8510:2009. Latest advice from health professionals is that baby sleep bags should be ‘lightweight' and to meet the new British Standard, baby sleep bags must be between 2.0 and 3.5 togs for temperatures between 10°C
and 20°C. Our main range of sleeping bags are 2.5 togs for the recommended ideal nursery temperature range of 16°C and 20°C. We also have 0.2 - 0.5 Tog rated bags for the summer months and room temperatures above 25 degrees. Our 2.5 tog sleeping bags are ideal for Autumn, Winter and Spring and can be used right up until the Summer
nights become warm. If your nursery is usually below 20°C, we recommend a 2.5 tog sleeping bag. However, if you live in a particularly mild region or if you have well insulated and heated accommodation and your nursery is usually 21°C or above, you may prefer a 1.0 tog bag for year-round use. Our Ergopouch and The Sleep Store 1.0 tog bags are
ideal for use during the Summer months when the nights are warmer and are also very useful in early Spring and Autumn for day-time naps whilst your baby is still in a 2.5 tog Grobag at night. The 0.5 tog rated baby sleep bags are for use in high Summer, for holidays abroad, or if your child is unwell and has a raised temperature. They are also
useful for day sleeps year round, when your child is already dressed in clothing. The Sleep Store, Ergopouch and Love to Dream have these extremely lightweight bags for summer. 3.5 tog is for cold winter temperatures of 12 - 15°C. Register today and join the discussion Have your say, get notified on what matters to you and see fewer ads Mumsnet
Logo Talk Start new thread Rarfy · 31/01/2019 17:09 Hi Wondering if anyone can help decipher the dressing instructions of a grosnug? I have one but haven't had pfb sleep in it as of yet as im not sure of what the instructions mean in reference to what to wear when sleeping in the grosnug. The guide refers to a long sleeved bodysuit and sleepsuit. Is
a longe sleeved bodysuit a long sleeved vest and a sleepsuit a babygrow? At the moment baby sleeps in short sleeved vest, socks and babygrown with a flanelette sheet folder over and tucked in underneath her and a fleece / chenille blanket doubled over over the top and tucked in under the mattress. The bedroom hovers around 18 degrees
throughout the night. The growsnug guide seems to suggest either a long sleeved body suit or a sleepsuit with no vest underneath then the grosnug which just doesnt seem warm enough. Am i being daft? OP's posts: Add message Report 1, handleClick() { this.$dispatch('show-op'); this.showOpButton = false; } }> Please or to access all these features
Nothisispatrick · 31/01/2019 17:16 I’m sure the packaging has guidelines on the back that include pictures. Anyway, general rule for 2.5 tog sleeping bags (or cosy grosnugs) is a babygrow underneath if the room is 16-20 degrees overnight. Any colder then a vest underneath. Babies are not supposed to be too warm at night as overheating is a factor
in SIDS. DD stayed in her grosnugs until she was nearly three months then moved her into a sleeping bag, I loved them. She always wore a normal sleep suit/babygrow underneath. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom Nothisispatrick · 31/01/2019 17:17 In fact the stuff she is sleeping under at the moment sounds like it might be too warm.
Please or to access all these features Top Bottom birdybirdbird · 31/01/2019 17:20 This link shows it in pictures which might help? The different names for baby clothes always confuses me! It depends if you’ve got a costly or a light though. www.gro-store.com/guides/snug My 18 week old is currently in a short sleeve vest, long sleeve top (no legs) and
a long sleeve long legs sleepsuit under a 2.5tog bag but our room is quite chilly, around 16.5 at its coldest point. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom birdybirdbird · 31/01/2019 17:22 We added the long sleeve vest (going against their guide) as when he waking to feed in the night his skin felt quite cold. Please or to access all these
features Top Bottom Rarfy · 31/01/2019 17:29 Thank you for the link. Wow really thats all they should wear? In that case she probably is too wrapped up. She is never hot / clammy but is usually warm to touch when waking. I might give the grosnug a try tonight. It's hard to believe they can be warm enough in that when i sleep in pjs under a 13tog
duvet and am only warm not hot. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom Nothisispatrick · 31/01/2019 17:34 Yes i do worry when it’s cold so I set the thermostat to 18 overnight so it doesn’t get too cold. I have a groegg so I can keep an eye on the temp overnight. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom Advertisement device !==
this.device)[0]; const otherVideo = document.querySelector(`[data-video=ultimedia_wrapper_${otherDevice}]`); if (otherVideo !== null) { otherVideo.remove(); } } }, loadVideo() { // Only load video once if (this.device === this.breakpoint) { window.ULTIMEDIA_mdtk = '02845074'; window.ULTIMEDIA_zone = '2' window.ULTIMEDIA_tagparam =
window.midThreadVideoParams; window.ULTIMEDIA_target = 'ultimedia_wrapper'; window.ULTIMEDIA_async = false; let script = document.createElement('script'); script.src = '//www.ultimedia.com/js/common/smart.js'; document.body.appendChild(script); } } } x-on:cmp-response-received.window=initialiseVideo(); loadVideo()> Rarfy ·
31/01/2019 17:44 Is it made from some sort of warm material? I really want to try it but im scared she will be too cold. Will she cry if she is? Im tempted to try it with short sleeved vest and a bundler. If she has been sleeping in a shortsleeved vest, sleepsuit and the blankets as mentioned above she definitely wont end up too hot will she? I definitely
dont want her too warm. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom Nothisispatrick · 31/01/2019 18:57 I’m sure she’ll let you know if she’s uncomfortable. As I said overheating is dangerous for babies so a little chilly is better than too warm. Please or to access all these features Top Bottom Rarfy · 31/01/2019 19:00 Yes, thanks @nick i
definitely want to.avoid that. Will give it a go with bundler and vest. Hopefully she will be fine! I worry too much Please or to access all these features Top Bottom New posts on this thread. Refresh page Please create an account To comment on this thread you need to create a Mumsnet account. { $dispatch('reply-created', event); }) ; >
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